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Students of Bryn Mawr College
Chao to Discuss
The Human Spirit
In Aspects

Lectures on Chinese Culture are First in Gift Series of '97

Mr. Wing-Tsit Chan, Professor of Chinese Culture at Dartmouth College, and Dr. Smith, his master's degree from philosophy at Harvard. In 1929 Mr. Chan returned to Lingnan where he became Dean of the Faculty. He was appointed as Lecturer in Chinese at Beijing University and Lingnan University in 1931 and 1932 respectively.
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The importance of Chinese culture in

Chao's work has already been applied in the Time's Art. Philosophy and the Chinese will be the subject of the first talk to be given in Goodhart Hall on October 13.
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Plag the Leaks

When Mr. Willkie returned from the tour in which he did so much, it was but one week before the reservoir of good will toward the United States which he found everywhere he went. But he warned that there were numerous leaks in this reservoir. One of the foundation stones on which the structure of international cooperation is based is to be built is this great reservoir of good will. To stop these leaks, therefore, is to help win the war and secure the peace.

The Oriental Exclusion Act, which has been on our books for 60 years, is one of the leaks in our Far Eastern reservoir of good will. Congress is now considering a bill which will help to plug that leak. The massing of Chinese immigration on a quota basis similar to that accorded to European nations is a provision in the bill which will permit approximately 105 Chinese American citizens.

Last year the United States withdrew its claim to the privilege of extra-territoriality for American citizens in China. The repeal of the Chinese Exclusion Act will remove the last official barrier to fraternity between the two peoples.

It is to be noted with regret that the bill does not propose to abolish the exclusion of Orientals other than Chinese. However, the wide support won for the present bill was gained not merely because it proposes to abolish a long-standing injustice. It has been recognized as but one more weapon forged by the necessities of the war.

It cannot be doubted that, in time, similar injustices to other peoples will, of necessity, also be corrected. This is so because any system of international cooperation requires mutual trust and respect. To this end let us maintain and develop that spirit which has so characteristically lived in Philadelphia.

Bullitt's Career

But speaking of Democrats, the Chinese Democrats in Philadelphia have a bigger bone to pick with Bullitt. They are interested in the career of another Democrat in smashing the worst possible things within our Republican machinery. But they don't thing Bullitt is the man to do it, say they think that is his aim. They studied Bullitt's record as a diplomat and Secretary of State under the Wilson Administration. His campaign against Bullitt consists mainly of threats to the ex-Senator. The attacks are not basing really lived in Philadelphia.
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Paul Robeson's Performance of Othello Role Powerful, Hypnotic
Specially contributed by Marian Kriezerman, '44

Donald Sturdevant relegates to these three roles: spectator, public relations officer, and judge. Since lack of knowledge as a result from having all but one of these attributes we shall confine our review of Othello, expressing few subjective impressions.

Our return Margaret Webster's production is conditioned by preconceptions derived from a snuff-box fying reading of the drama. The play's bipartisanship between the character as we imagined it and the portrayal on the stage is the personality of Iago. Jane Futter, as that arch-villain, diverts Iago of some of his airiness by being more melodramatic, less deft, and Iago appreys, therefore, more normally by this more complex, that antagonist who is only unidly of evil. Since we wish to think Iago old, poor, and impotent, his Futter's technique makes him more interesting as well for his force, the instrumentation of the impersonation. Paul Robeson's performance con- sists of a kind of skill that graces most of our foregone conclusions concerning the character of Othello. The volume, tact, and control of his voice are magnificent.

T. he same present work; acting in the problem in a rational manner. In her work, Miss Wright said, "I helped instruct seven budding female chemists, most of whom were my seniors in age, quite a job!"

Wright Gives Details Of Chemistry Career
Continued from Page One

now are housewives are Mary Mitchell Kistor, Dorothy Brown Hafer, scheller, Anita McCay Wilbur, Joyce Ingram Zinkoff, Mary Gwynne Carmen Erland, and Kinner Clement Hall. Miss Janquar has announced her engagement.

Trading their skirts and sweaters for uniform, Anne Denny, Franey Lund, Eleanor Beatty, Florence Newman, and Carolyn May have joined the WAVES, while Barbara Herman chose the pilot branch. Lucinda Mott now teaches mathematics and some physics to the WAVES at the University of Georgia.

and-as was the task, to report, as it were, the obvious and the subtle. The usual approach, however, Miller's analysis of the revolution is different in that it is more specifically oriented around and discussed the situation.

Revolution take the narrative as they were. It seems, absolutely no hysteria. There was also no order, no one in charge. A wave of excitement, was because they did not yet have a tradition. The crowd gathered around and discussed the situation.

Many, much later the fire engines came—so it is rumored. Those who claim they saw them insist they were green and that they whirled around. Penbrooke and Rockefeller in their cellar search for the late fire, then went safely home.

Wright's Latest Contribution to a Year of Americans.

"43 Makes It Work; Waves Predominate"
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Have a Coca-Cola®-Welcome, Short-Norter

...from family feteide to far-flung fronts

When short-norters (shorts-occa-sion flays) meet and compare their autographed dollie flaxs, the inscription have a "Cola" is forty-six to fife. When at home and adored Coca-Cola has become a symbol of those who sees a friend like a light, but, the attitude city's German is fixated in a midget sub marin in a Norwegian ford of is fixated in a midget for "snoring reasons."

"This attack," claims Miss Robi nson, "shows that the successful type of midget submarine has been developed by the British. The Yaps had one, which didn't seem to work. This one works."

Turning to foreign political af fairs, Miss Robinson landed the Yews for letting down all barri ears against Jews fleeing from the Germans in Denmark.

In the Democratic Party in Penn sylvania. The prospects of his na ming the majorly as a stepping stone to the governorship even if the president are too far in the future to be significant now. But the coming nominations convention of the Democratic Party is nearer and very crucial. Pennsylvania will have the second largest delega tion in the country, New York having the largest. The New York Democratic Party is under the sway of Jim Farley, who is a well known, as is a longer a Roosevelt man. The Independent Voters League fears that the combination of a Bullitt-led Pennsylvania delegation and a Farley-led New York delegation will swamp those Democrats who support Roosevelt in the presidential campaign and it is not a foregone conclu sion that boosters of the Roosevelt�ed Pennsylvania campaign will win the majority vote.

Russell Lectures on Logic of Induction

In contrast to the hectic difficul ties of the European evacuation, Mr. Robinson expressed the ten derness of Americans in fixing, the day after Pearl Harbor, the Japanese had occupied the city since 1858, so that there was no view of necessity on December seventh.

Richard Stockton

Audio

Xmas Cards Are Here!

831 LANCASTER AVE.
BRYN MAWR

Add a new beauty habit to your fall term curricula. Choose your favorite Roger & Gallet scent a part of your personality. Use it on your skin like liquid perfume. It's ever clothing fragrance that just stays with charm.

Fall Term
Charm

BOULINING
Ardmore Recreation Center
Ardmore, Pa.

Delicious Tea
Community Kitchen
LANCASTER AVENUE
Open Wednesdays

...it's execual for popular names in... just now one can use Coca-Cola called "Cola"...